Diagnosis of NSV (see text)

Avoidance of triggering factors
NB-UVB (3 months) ± systemic/topical therapies (Topical corticosteroids/Topical Calcineurin inhibitors)
Camouflage

Stabilization repigmentation

NB-UVB (9 months)

Stabilization but Repigmentation cessation
Consider Surgery (see text)

CS minipulse (3-4 months)
Other immunosuppressants?

No repigmentation
Consider depigmenting agents (see text)

stabilization w/o repigmentation
Consider Surgery (see text)

Stabilization repigmentation

Simplified algorithm for NSV

KP: Koebner’s phenomenon
Algorithm for SV

1. Diagnosis
2. SV
3. Avoidance triggering factors: Local CS, TIM
   - Stabilization w/o repigmentation
   - Progression
   - Surgery
   - Stabilization w/o repigmentation

4. No therapy
   - Stabilization repigmentation
   - Surgery

5. NB-UVB, MEL
   - Stabilization w/o repigmentation
   - No repigmentation: KP +
   - Camouflage
   - Surgery